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TaylorMade Golf’s new M2 Irons are
re-tooled for more forgiveness and
controlled distance. Taking the
technologies from RocketBladez (Speed
Pocket) and RSi irons (low center of
gravity), the M2s are the result of
several years of testing TaylorMade’s
best technologies to create a synergy
of distance, consistency, and sensory
feedback. Tuned for more feel and
sound, the M2s employ a new “Geocoustic”
engineering technique. Using 3D dampening, the M2s produce an ear-pleasing
sound and an ideal feel.
The new M2 irons are offered in 4-iron through LW with a choice of the REAX HL
88 by FST steel shafts (S, R) or the M2 REAX graphite shafts (75-45g / S, R, A, L).
$799 (steel)   $899 (graphite)
www.taylormadegolf.com

Iron Clad Performance

If Jason Day is drinking something on the
course, then we should all take a sip and try
to emulate the OWGR No. 1 golfer. Day
drinks swingOil as part of his daily routine. A
golfer’s supplement drink, swingOil supplies
nutrients to increase focus and flexibility.
Glucosamine and chondroitin are the lube for
your joints, while turmeric eases inflammation.
Other key ingredients include taurine and
citrulline malate to give your game a boost of
energy, ginseng extract to improve focus, and
rhodiola rosea extract to reduce stress and
anxiety.
Available in three flavors (lemon-lime,
orange, and strawberry-banana) that taste
better than most energy drinks, a convenient
three-ounce pouch of swingOil
could be a game changer.
$29.50 (12-pack)
www.swingoil.com

Antigua’s Arctic Pullover is just what
Chicagoland’s golfers want in a mid-layer
jacket. With two unique fabric constructions,
this subtle design is intentionally
understated to be a versatile go-to
pullover on and off the course.
The Arctic Pullover’s front body
panel is double knit into a
quilted diamond pattern
and is pieced together
with singularly knit jersey
heather sleeves and back
fabric. The fabrics are
overdyed in deep hues
and shades. This halfzip, long-sleeve pullover
is a performance and
lifestyle garment that can
complement golf wear,
dining out, and a faded
pair of blue jeans.
$83
www.shop.antigua.com

Fore all Seasons

Cobra’s new F7 fairway woods
and King F7 hybrids revisit the
company’s Baffler Rail System to
promote an ideal interaction with the
club and the turf. The F7 family, unlike
the original Baffler from the 1970s,
optimizes front-to-back weighting and
adjustability to encourage more distance
and control from a variety of lies. Cobra’s
MyFly8 adjustable loft and trajectory system
adds custom playability to the entire F7 series.
The rails on the F7 fairways are progressive
throughout the set. The 3/4 woods offer
shallow rails, while the 5/6 and 7/8 woods
are designed with thicker rails to glide through
tougher lies. Available in men’s and women’s
(shown) models, with the women’s offering two
color schemes. The King F7 hybrids (shown)
deliver a high moment of inertia with a 13-gram
back weight and have a thin face to send balls
screaming off the hot face. The F7 fairways and
hybrids are paired with Fujikura Pro shafts.
$239 (fairways)   $199 (hybrids)
www.cobragolf.com

Gliding on the Rails

Lube Your Game

The trend on the short grass, from Tuesday night golf leagues to the PGA Tour, is a thicker handle on your flat stick.
For most golfers, if you are still putting with a standard grip, then you are not helping your scorecard. P2 Putter Grips
unveiled its Tour range of grips for the 2017 season. The dual, flat-sided model prevents wrist action when
rolling a putt. P2’s new Tour models are 50% lighter and still feature a tacky texture to encourage gentle
hands on the handle. An off-center shaft design raises the hands (at set-up) to position golfers for
more consistent contact with the sweet spot. The comfort and engineering of P2 Tour grips
could bring new life to your putter!
$35   www.P2grips.com

Go Big with P2

A shaking hand can render the game’s most accurate
laser yardage finders useless. Nikon’s Coolshot 80i
VR laser rangefinders are the world’s first golf
rangefinders to compensate for distance yips when
golfers try to zero in on their target’s distance. The
new VR (vibration reduction) Technology, also used
in Nikon lenses, stabilizes nearly 80 percent of
the shakes that users experience as they attempt to
still the target in the viewfinder’s crosshairs. The VR
function is activated as soon as users turn the unit
on—there is no need to toggle between the settings.
Once locked in on a target, measurements are
delivered in less than a second with Nikon’s HYPER
Read technology.
With accurate distances reaching 1,000
yards, Coolshot 80i VR measures the longest par 5s
from the tee box, not to mention the distance to the
beverage cart. This lightweight rangefinder presents
a 6x monocular with a bright and uncluttered display.
Nikon just made it easier to club your next shot without the
worries of shaking technology’s usefulness.
$449.95   www.nikon.com

Unshakeable Distance
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